Mohan Mantra - 2015

‘Mohan Mantra’ a Techno-Cultural Fest was inaugurated on 16th October, 2015 by Prof. T. Gopala Rao, Special Officer, Sree Vidyanikethan Educational Trust. Mohana Mantra is a propitious techno-cultural fest with an objective of offering challenging prospects to budding technocrats and emerging entrepreneurs to reach the zenith of technical perfection through various self-created technical events, mind-boggling quizzes and nerve-racking competitions. The Fest is aimed at for showcasing the youthful vigor, vibrancy and versatility with a focus on challenging new boundaries and platforms of ingenuity and innovation. It also provides a podium for dynamic youngsters to prove their technological and creative excellence. Around 30,000 students, from Colleges all over the country participated in technical, cultural and literary events. The Fest was organized meticulously during 16th – 18th October, 2015, fulfilling the expectations of the participants.